Avesta Bounty program
Bounties are paid in AVE Coins all bounties are processed end of each month
and details are publicly announced.
3M AVE is reserved for the Marketing Bounty program and will be divided
throughout the entire development phase. (Approx. 5 years as the roadmap
keeps growing)
This will leave about 600.000 Avesta per Year to be divided during 12
Months/Periods. Giving approx. 50.000 Avesta per month available for
marketing bounties.
Each bounty has a fixed amount of points, at the end of every month the total
available avesta will be divided by the total collected points and will be
distributed.
Bounties are divided in different groups:
1. Marketing and Community (total 3M AVE shared)
- Contacts: Emails/investors
- For every 10k email accounts will be given 1 point
- For every 100 investors info will be given 1 point
- Social Media: Facebook, Twitter etc…
- For keeping up a group/community
- less then 1k members/followers 5 points
- between 1k and 10k members/followers 20 points
- between 10k and 50k members/followers 50 points
- over 50k members/followers 100 points
- Blogs: Steemit, crypto/mining blog etc..
- For publications or post will be given 1 point
- For reviews or comparisons will be given 2 points

- Forums and talk groups: bitcointalk etc..
- Moderators receive 10 points
- For publications or post will be given 1 point
- For reviews or comparisons will be given 2 points
- IM groups: Slack, Telegram, Kik and Line etc…
- less then 1k members/followers 5 points
- between 1k and 10k members/followers 20 points
- between 10k and 50k members/followers 50 points
- over 50k members/followers 100 points
- Influencers and Ambassadors
- For influencers 10 points
- For ambassadors 25 points
- Meetups, conferences and workshops
- Influencers and ambassadors receive 10 points for each meetup/conference
- Registered participants are entitled to 1 point

2. Security and testing (total 1.5M AVE)
- Bugs : Major = 50k AVE, Minor 5K AVE
- Testers: 5k AVE per test report per (pre)release

3. Graphic Design and 3rd party development (300K AVE)
- Rewarded bounties are managed by Avesta marketing team

4. Translations (200K AVE)
- Rewarded bounties are manages by Avesta Development team

5. Reserved for Avesta Angel investors (5M AVE)

